Some pipelines face global plastic straining due to the nature of their installation process or harsh environmental conditions during operation. The ability of the girth welds to withstand these plastic strains is often evaluated on the basis of wide plate tests. Key for the validity of these tests is a representative measurement of remote strain, mostly obtained by linear variable differential transformers and/or strain gauges. The outcome of the remote strain measurement depends on the specimen geometry and the position of these sensors. In an attempt to investigate a specific geometric design of wide plate specimens and to find appropriate remote strain sensor positions, the authors have performed a series of tension tests on medium-sized wide plate specimens, supported by digital image correlation strain measurements. In addition, finite element simulations have been performed to evaluate whether the experimental observations can be extrapolated to a wider range of conditions. The results indicate that the strain distribution is mostly influenced by the weld strength mismatch, which governs the lateral restraint. For all experiments and simulations, nevertheless, the strain field was highly uniform in an identified zone, resulting in simple guidelines regarding specimen geometry and sensor positioning.
Introduction
Facing the fact that existing fossil energy resources exhaust, new oil and gas fields have to be exploited in increasingly hostile environments. A challenging installation (e.g. reeling in offshore applications) or the presence of geological phenomena during operation (e.g. landslides or earthquakes) may cause the involved transmission pipelines to deform plastically. In such cases, displacements are imposed rather than loads and a so-called strain-based design is required to ensure structural integrity. Critical locations are the girth welds that connect different pipe sections, due to the likely presence of weld flaws and microstructures with reduced mechanical properties.
For pipelines that have to withstand global plastic deformations, a widely validated and standardized procedure for the assessment of girth weld flaws is inexistent 1, 2 and an extensive testing program remains essential for the qualification of pipe and weld design. Typically involved is the curved wide plate (CWP) tension test, which can be described as an intermediatescale tensile test on an unflattened sample of a pipeline section containing a girth weld (Figure 1(a) ). A circumferential weld flaw is often deliberately introduced by means of a machined notch. End blocks are welded to the specimen to enable mounting it into a test rig. This implicates the need for end shoulders to obtain a gradual transfer of load to the prismatic part of the specimen, which contains the girth weld (Figure 1(b) ). All geometrical parameters are introduced in Figure 1 (c). CWP tension tests can be considered as a variant to conventional (flat) wide plate (WP) tension testing, as first reported in 1944 for the fracture analysis of ship plates. 3 Nevertheless, some additional issues arise over more traditional linear-elastic investigations due to the introduction of global plastic deformations. In particular, the CWP test is aimed at giving a proper representation of the effect of an in-the-field pipeline girth weld flaw including possible effects of strength heterogeneity between two welded plates and weld strength mismatch. Noteworthy hereby is that the flaw tip constraint (Q-stress) in a CWP specimen is highly similar to that in a girth weld of a pressurized pipe. 4, 5 The principal result of a (C)WP test for a strainbased assessment is the relation between crack driving force and the remotely applied longitudinal strain (further called 'remote strain'), whose proper measurement is key to obtaining a valid test result. Note that remote strain can significantly differ between both welded plates due to the abovementioned plate-to-plate heterogeneity in terms of yield strength and/or post-yield behaviour. Crack driving force is typically estimated by a clip gauge which traverses the weld flaw and measures the crack mouth opening displacement. Remote strains are obtained from strain measurements in both base plates, usually by means of strain gauges and/or linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs). Recently, more advanced full field strain measurement techniques such as optical photoelasticity and digital image correlation have been reported to visualize the entire surface strain distribution in a CWP specimen. 6, 7 Earlier, similar digital image correlation measurements have been performed on wide centre-notched thin aluminium panels. 8, 9 Whereas a (C)WP specimen is restricted in length due to test rig limitations, it aims at representing a long pipeline section. Saint Venant's principle implicates that, when loaded in tension, the longitudinal strain field in a section at a considerable distance from the girth weld is uniform. Hence, for the CWP specimen to be representative, it should ideally contain two areas of uniform longitudinal strain (one at each side of the weld). In such case, the strain distribution near the flawed weld is no longer influenced by the specimen's end shoulders and their connection to end blocks. Additionally, if the remote strain measurements at both sides are performed within this area, an unambiguous test result is achieved. Hence, the occurrence of areas of uniform longitudinal strain (but possibly different at both sides of the weld) strongly improves the representativeness and exchangeability of the test result.
To achieve a zone of uniform longitudinal strain in a CWP specimen, recent studies advise a prismatic length-to-width ratio 2L/2W (or L/W) of at least 3. [10] [11] [12] This is more than the minimum L/W-ratio of 2 specified in the ASTM-standard E740 13 for wide plate tests intended for stress-based fracture investigation (thereby focussing on applied load rather than remote strain). Nevertheless, since the (C)WP test is not yet standardized for use in strain-based design and since its dimensions are mostly restricted by test rig limitations, many different geometrical designs have been applied with L/W-ratios ranging from 0.75 to 4.50 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] (Table 1 ; to the authors' knowledge). Note that the specimens adopted in Motarjemi 16 were only 50 mm wide, which is small compared to common (C)WP tests. Nevertheless, they have been included in the table because their purpose was also to investigate the crack driving force response in a strain-based design context. Apart from Table 1 , other studies have reported (C)WP tests without mentioning the specimen geometry. 26, 27 Considering the above, (C)WP specimen geometry and the positions of remote strain sensors should be consciously considered prior to performing an experimental program. This paper summarizes a feasibility study of a new specimen design, summarized in Table  2 , based on experimentally validated finite element results. The specimen width 2W in this design has been chosen 150 mm to limit the required tensile force to values below 2500 kN. Note that the L/W-ratio is 3.33, which satisfies the guidance from Wang et al., 10 Fairchild et al., 11 and Hertele´et al. 12 The second section provides the analysis methodology applied for both experiments and finite element simulations. The third and fourth sections elaborate the experimental and finite element simulation program, respectively. The fifth section discusses the results and the sixth provides conclusions.
Analysis method
As briefly mentioned in the introduction, this paper mostly reports on the results of a finite element study.
This allows for the variation of a deliberate set of parameters over desired ranges, which would be unpractical solely on the basis of experiments. In addition, a set of three experiments is reported to serve as a validation of the finite element results.
Both the presence of a zone of uniform longitudinal strain and the effect of remote strain sensor location have been analyzed. The applied method is equivalent for both finite element simulations and experiments and explained in the following. First, the uniformity of longitudinal strains has been investigated at different cross sections in the prismatic part of the specimen. Introducing a z 45°-coordinate which is zero where 45 degree lines starting from the flaw centre intersect the specimen edges, these sections are characterized by: z 45°= 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 mm (Figure 2 ). The area closer to the flaw (z 45°\ 0 mm) is considered to show a non-uniform strain distribution due to shear lines theoretically originating from the flaw at 45 degrees. The area further from the flaw (z 45°. 100 mm) is also assumed to strain non-uniformly due to the vicinity of the specimen shoulders. The validity of these statements is discussed in the fifth section.
Since sub-surface strains cannot be readily observed experimentally, the analysis of each cross section has been confined to its intersection with one of the two specimen surfaces (further referred to as a 'path'). This simplification is built upon the assumption that, under pure tension, the strain distribution is uniform in the through-thickness direction. For each investigated path, the strain uniformity is further quantified by a dimensionless coefficient of variance c v . It is defined as the standard deviation of longitudinal strain over the path divided by the average longitudinal strain.
As deformation develops in the specimen during the test, c v may be prone to changes. To obtain one single output value for every path, c v is averaged over the test progress as follows
where e i and e f are the longitudinal strains (averaged over the considered path) at the beginning and the end of a considered period, respectively. If the entire test is considered, e i is zero and e f the failure strain (often arbitrarily defined as the strain that corresponds with maximum load). The path with the lowest c v -value is interpreted as having the most uniform longitudinal (5) strain distribution (the extreme case of a fully uniform strain field corresponding with c v ¼ 0). The average strain observed over that path is considered as the best possible measure of remote strain. It is further seen as a reference for other strain measurements and is denoted as e r,ref .
Second, to quantify the ability of a sensor to measure remote strain, its measurement e r,meas is compared to the reference measurement e r,ref . Both local strain measurements (e.g. using strain gauges) and measurements covering a wider area (using LVDTs) have been investigated. Ideally, the ratio e r,meas /e r,ref should approximate unity during the full course of the test. Hereby, it is important to compare equal formulations of strain. For this paper, all strains are expressed as a logarithmic strain (also known as 'true strain' or 'Hencky strain'). For the LVDT measurements, e r,meas has been obtained from the gauge length extension DGL and the initial gauge length GL 0 as follows e r, meas = ln 1 + DGL GL 0 ð2Þ
In total, four LVDT positions have been considered ( Figure 2 ). Note that some LVDTs exceed the assumed potential area of uniform strain (0 mm \ z 45°\ 100 mm). Longer LVDTs have also been considered since they produce signals with a lower relative measurement error, due to the denominator GL 0 in equation (2) . In the absence of other considerations, they are therefore preferred over smaller LVDTs.
Experimental study

Material
To experimentally investigate the proposed geometrical design, three (curved) wide plate tests (WP1, WP2, WP3) have been performed and analyzed. Next to the geometry from Table 2 , supplementary information is given in Table 3 . WP1 and WP2 have been taken from the same flat plate and do not contain a weld. As a consequence, 'left' and 'right' base metal are equal. WP1 and WP2 only differ in flaw length. Also, WP2 was ended prior to failure. Nevertheless, a remote strain of 8% was achieved, which is sufficient to allow for an extensive analysis. In contrast to WP1 and WP2, WP3 has been sampled from a pipeline and is therefore curved. It contains a girth weld. All base metals exhibit a discontinuous yielding behaviour with a Lu¨ders plateau, most pronounced for WP1 and WP2. The weld in WP3 is significantly stronger than the involved base metals, which is reflected in the yield strength overmatch, OM YS , defined as (R p0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress):
Apart from the strength mismatch between base and weld metal, WP3 is additionally characterized by a strong heterogeneity between the two base metals. This is reflected in the differences in 0.2% proof stress and ultimate tensile strength between the 'left' and the 'right' base metal.
By means of illustration, Figure 3 shows representative stress-strain curves for all involved materials: base metal of WP1 and WP2 (one curve), base metals for WP3 (one curve for each plate) and weld metal for WP3.
Instrumentation for measurement of remote strain
Apart from equipping the wide plate specimens at one surface with two LVDTs (one at each side from the flaw; end points at z 45°= 0 mm and z 45°= 100 mm) for measurements of remote strain, full-field displacements have been obtained at the opposite surface using threedimensional (3D) digital image correlation (DIC) on images obtained through a stereo-vision system (Figure 4) . Note that Figure 4 also recalls the presence of a clip gauge which traverses the flaw. Results obtained with this clip gauge are not further investigated in this paper.
In brief terms, DIC aims to obtain the displacement field that yields the best correlation between the image of a deformed surface and a reference image of the undeformed surface. To quantify this correlation, a sum of squared differences (SSD) is calculated for every investigated point, comparing the grey values of a square subset of pixels around the point in the reference image with the same -but transformed by an assumed displacement field -subset in the deformed image. The displacement of that point is then obtained by minimizing this SSD-function. From the obtained displacement field, in-plane strains can be obtained by means of differentiation.
A proper DIC analysis requires images with a nonuniform high-contrast speckle pattern. This pattern was achieved by spraying a uniform white layer of paint and, after drying, projecting black paint droplets upon the specimen surface. The procedure was optimized to aim for a speckle size of approximately 3 by 3 pixels as advised by Sutton et al. 28 This roughly corresponds with speckles of 0.8 mm by 0.8 mm. A subset size of 21 by 21 pixels for calculating the SSD-functions was chosen, aiming to roughly capture three speckles per subset as also advised by Sutton et al. 28 ( Figure 5 ). The images were obtained from a stand-alone system provided by Limess Messtechnik & Software GmbH, 29 containing two synchronized monochromatic 14 bit cameras with a resolution of 2452 by 2054 pixels 
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Journal of Strain Analysis 47(5) (5 megapixels). The use of two cameras allowed to obtain positions and displacements in three dimensions using the VIC3D software of Correlated Solutions Inc. 30 To gain confidence in the results, the actual LVDT measurements were compared with those of a 'virtual' LVDT measurement at the same location, extracted from the DIC raw data. Figure 6 shows an example comparison and indicates a remarkable correspondence. Since the LVDT and DIC measurements have been obtained at opposite surfaces of the specimen (Figure 4) , their agreement indicates that the longitudinal strain distribution -which is the point of interest of this study -is uniform in the through-thickness direction. This justifies the examination of strains over a surface path to represent an entire cross section (see second section).
Finite element study
Finite element simulations that represent (C)WP tests have been performed by the software package ABAQUS Ò (version 6.10). The following paragraphs focus on the general characteristics of the created models (see section 'Structure of the created models') and the simulation matrix (see 'Simulation matrix'). For a more elaborate description of the creation of the models, the reader is referred to Hertele´et al. 31 
Structure of the created models
A Python-script creates models that represent one half of a (C)WP specimen with flawed weld, assuming a longitudinally oriented symmetry plane. The specimen is connected to two rigid end blocks, both of which are impeded to rotate. A tensile deformation is then applied by translating one of the end blocks, keeping the other one fixed in space. From comparison with simulations using elastic end blocks, it has been found that the rigid character of the end blocks does not influence the obtained results.
The finite element models consist of 3D solid linear brick elements with reduced integration (ABAQUS Ò element type 'C3D8R'). A mesh convergence study ensured that the mesh was sufficiently fine to obtain negligibly small discretization errors. In total, the specimens modelled in the current study contained between 9602 and 17602 elements.
A large-deformation formulation, necessary to obtain realistic deformation patterns in the specimen, has been used for all simulations. Apart from the rigid end blocks, all materials are rate-independent elasticplastic, harden isotropically and obey the Von Mises yield criterion.
Note that residual stresses have not been taken into account for the present study. Two reasons for this simplification can be put forward. First, residual stresses are considered to have an effect on crack driving force rather than remote strain, which is more related to the global geometry and material behaviour. Second, in a strain-based context, residual stresses are often not taken into account because -in contrast with traditional stress-based fracture mechanics -their effect on remote strain capacity has been found fairly limited. It is considered that residual stresses tend to relax under situations of global plasticity. This is reflected in the absence of residual stresses in numerical analyses that led to different existing strain capacity prediction equations, e.g. Kibey et al. 2 and Østby.
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Simulation matrix
To investigate a range of possible conditions, five parameters have been varied in a simulation matrix. These parameters relate to specimen geometry (diameter-tothickness ratio D o /t), material characteristics (OM YS , strain-hardening exponent of base and weld metal n), and relative flaw size (a/t, 2c/2W). The strain-hardening exponent n has been translated into a RambergOsgood model 33 for true stress-true strain behaviour (s: true stress (MPa); e: true strain (-); E: Young's modulus, taken as 206,900 MPa)
Note that the assumption of the Ramberg-Osgood equation involves an approximation, as a more accurate constitutive law has recently been developed for high-strength pipeline steels. 34, 35 Nevertheless, it has been applied for its simplicity as the main aim of the parametric study was to obtain general trends rather than exact results.
A design-of-experiments (DoE) approach has been applied to reduce the number of simulations required for a statistical analysis. In total, 16 simulations have been performed. For all five varied parameters, realistic 'low' and 'high' values have been chosen ( Table 4 ). Note that the 'high' value of D o /t corresponds with a flat plate. Each simulation is then characterized by a unique combination of 'low' and 'high' values (Table 5 ). According to DoE theory the simulation matrix has a resolution five, which means that all effects of single parameters and all possible coupled effects can be identified.
Apart from the five varied parameters, all other parameters have been kept fixed for all simulations, notably:
(a) 0.2% proof stress of base metal R p0.2,base : 500 MPa; (b) weld geometry: root opening 5 mm, bevel angle 10°, no weld cap reinforcement;
(c) flaw depth: 3 mm. This is a commonly used value in curved wide plate testing, as it typically corresponds with the height of one girth weld pass.
Additional to the 16 performed simulations, a simulation with all conditions of WP2 has been performed. This simulation aims to validate the accuracy of the finite element model through a comparison with the experimental test result (see section 'Validation of the finite element model').
Results and discussion
Validation of the finite element model
To validate the finite element model, the strain distribution of the WP2 simulation has been compared with that of the experiment. On the one hand, the model does not predict the propagation of Lu¨ders bands as experimentally observed in Figure 7 (a). This is not surprising, as modelling this phenomenon is known to be highly challenging and requires material input with an adapted Lu¨ders plateau representation. 36, 37 On the other hand, comparison of Figures 7(b) and (c) indicates a strong correspondence between the results of the experiment and the finite element simulation after the Lu¨ders bands have fully developed. Both simulation and experiment show the presence of shear lines originating from the defect and so-called 'strain hotspots' near the specimen shoulders. The presence of these strain hotspots -caused by the restraint of the shoulders when the prismatic specimen section is plastically deformed -is confirmed in Wang et al., 10 Fairchild et al. 11 and Hertele´et al. 
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The abovementioned findings are quantitatively confirmed in Figure 7(d) , which plots the distribution of longitudinal strain along the 'investigated path' line shown on the DIC contour plot of Figure 7 (b) with each line representing increasing applied displacement. Accepting the unavoidable uncertainties involved with experimenting and the numerical assumptions of finite element analysis, the finite element model satisfactorily describes the strain hotspots after the development of the Lu¨ders bands. Note that the agreement vanishes beyond the strain hotspots, more closely to the shoulders (say, z 45°. 150 mm). Although the exact cause of this observation is not known to the authors, a reason might be the pronounced biaxial stress state near the shoulders. Indeed, the finite element result indicates a biaxiality ratio (transversal stress divided by longitudinal stress) of typically 0.2 in the shoulder area. In such case, effects of anisotropy may not be captured by the finite element model, which assumes isotropical strength properties. Nevertheless, this area is not of particular interest for the presented study and the overall finite element result is considered acceptable.
Uniformity of strain distribution
As explained in the second section, the uniformity of the strain distribution has been examined on the basis of c v in five cross-sections (Figure 2 ). Figure 8 depicts the results for (a) the 16 simulations summarized in Table 5 , and (b) the three experiments WP1, WP2 and WP3. Since the cable of the clip gauge traversing the flaw obstructed the camera view on the left sides of the specimens (see e.g. Figure 7(b) ), only the right sides have been analyzed.
For the finite element results, c v (equation (1)) has been obtained from integration between zero deformation (e i = 0) and failure. For the experimental results, the inherently non-uniform strain distribution during the propagation of Lu¨ders bands has been excluded from the evaluation by modifying e i to the Lu¨ders elongation (Table 3) . As mentioned in the second section failure has been defined as the moment where necking initiates, i.e. tensile load drops.
On the one hand, the numerical results (Figure 8(a) ) predict the following trends.
1. The cross section with the most uniform strain distribution systematically occurs near z 45°= 50 mm (or, relative to the specimen dimensions, z 45°= 2W/3). The average coefficient of variance observed there is systematically below 0.02, which indicates a high degree of uniformity. Hence, this location is advisable for strain gauge measurements. 2. The non-uniformity near the strain hotspots (z 45°= 75 and 100 mm) is mostly determined by the strain hardening behaviour of the base metal (characterized by n and distinguished in Figure  8 (a) by means of different marker shapes -circular and triangular). This seems logical, as the evolution of plasticity is known to depend on the stressstrain properties of a material. 3. At a position z 45°= 0 mm, a large factor of influence seems to be the defect size, relative to the cross section surface. Indeed, Figure 8 (a) highlights a highly non-uniform distribution of strain for a relatively large flaw (simulation 7; a/t = 0.3 and 2c/2W = 0.33) and a highly uniform distribution for a relatively small flaw (simulation 2; a/t = 0.15 and 2c/2W = 0.17). Note that both simulations are characterized by a situation of zero weld strength overmatch (Table 5 ). This observation is logical since, in such case, fracture mechanics theoretically predicts shear lines originating from the flaw tip front at angles of approximately 45°(see also Figure 7 (b)). In such case, the strain uniformity at z 45°= 0 mm depends on the intensity of those shear lines, which is to a great extent influenced by the flaw dimensions. 4. At z 45°= 25 mm all simulations with OM YS = 20% (black filled markers) have a higher c v -value than those with OM YS = 0% (unfilled markers), which indicates a local influence of weld strength overmatch. 5. Plate curvature (D o /t) has not been observed to play a significant role (not shown in Figure 8(a) ).
On the other hand, the following has been experimentally observed (Figure 8(b) ).
1. WP1 and WP2 behave analogously, which reflects their general similarity (Table 3 ). 2. In contrast with the finite element simulations, the most uniformly straining cross section is mostly found near z 45°= 25 mm. 3. The limited number of test results hinders the identification of trends, as was possible with the finite element results. In addition c v is influenced by the fact that, in the experiments, the strain distribution is not perfectly symmetrical in the transverse direction (see e.g. Figure 7(b) ).
4. The order of magnitude of c v is in agreement with the simulations. In particular, the minimum observed c v -values are also below 0.02. In general, the area between z 45°= 25 mm and 50 mm (or, in parametric terms, W/3 and 2W/3) strains highly uniformly. 5. Although not clearly reflected in Figure 8(b) , the experiments confirm the observation from finite element analysis that weld strength mismatch has an influence on the strain distribution in the specimen body. For instance, Figure 9 (a) compares the longitudinal strain distributions of WP2 (no weld, copy of Figure 7 (b)) and WP3 (strength overmatching weld). Whereas WP2 shows pronounced strain hotspots near the shoulder, WP3 has a larger zone of strain concentration closer to the flaw section. This is the consequence of the lateral restraint of the stronger weld (Poisson effect), which changes the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor in the plate. The restraint effects are reflected in the transversal strain distributions, which fundamentally differ between WP2 and WP3 ( Figure 9(b) ). 6. Apart from the discussion above, also note that the left plate of WP3 strains significantly less than the right plate ( Figure 9(a) ), which is the consequence of their heterogeneous strength properties ( Table 3 ).
The differences observed between experiments and simulations may be attributed to different potential causes, notably: different yielding behaviours (all simulations assumed continuously hardening materials, whereas all experiments showed materials with a Lu¨ders plateau), the absence of heterogeneity between both sides of the specimen in the simulation (which is 
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Journal of Strain Analysis 47 (5) pronounced in the experiment WP3), and/or the assumption of isotropical yielding behaviour in the simulations. As such, the differences between Figure  8 Finally it can be noted that, for both simulations and experiments, shear strains have been found negligible with respect to the longitudinal strain level in the zones of optimal uniformity.
Remote strain measurements
As discussed in the second section, both strain gauges and LVDTs are considered for measurements of remote strain. First, if strain gauges are applied, it is advised to place them in an area of highly uniform longitudinal strain. From the fifth section under 'Uniformity of strain distribution', the area W/3 \ z 45°\ 2W/3 can be advised. Given the natural scatter observed in the experimental strain distributions (see e.g. Figure 9 (a)) and the local character of a strain gauge measurement, it seems appropriate to place multiple strain gauges and average their outcome.
Second, to evaluate the representativeness of the four LVDT measurements considered in Figure 2 , Figures  10(a) to (d) depict the evolution of e r,meas /e r,ref for the experiments and a selection of simulations. From section 5.2, OM YS and n have been identified as the key influences for the strain distribution. Hence, four simulations have been selected from Table 5 including all possible combinations between OM YS and n (simulations 1, 7, 11 and 13). The other twelve simulations perform similarly. Further, the simulation of WP2 has been included for comparison with its experimental equivalent. The following is observed. The four selected simulations from the parametric study indicate that, apart from the measurement with gauge length 100 mm, there is a significant influence of n, and an influence of OM YS which vanishes for larger gauge lengths. 3. As in Figure 8 (b), WP1 and WP2 behave similarly which adds confidence to the outcome of the experiments. 4. Considering all simulations and experiments, the LVDT with gauge length 100 mm ( Figure 10(b) ) is the only one that systematically produces measurements which are in close agreement with the reference strain for the entire course of the (curved) wide plate test. The observed strain measurement mostly does not exceed the reference strain by more than 2%. In general terms, the 100 mm long LVDT is characterized by endpoints which are located at a distance W from the flawed section and from the shoulder onset, respectively. It can be noted that similar LVDT endpoint positions have been advised in Denys and Lefevre 22 for wide plates with a L/Wratio 3. 5. Although the 100 mm long LVDT is clearly advisable, LVDT measurements generally seem to be fairly insensitive to gauge length variations. Indeed, the divergence between measured strain and reference remote strain does not exceed 5% for the LVDTs with gauge lengths 75 mm (W) and 125 mm (5W/3). 
